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Objectives
•By the end of this session, we hope you will 

understand the:

•What? 
•Why?
• How?  (in Stata)

Of Network Meta-analysis



Two big problems with modern medicine

•Contradictory  
studies on almost  
every topic

• Flood of new data



BetterWorse

The (quick) story of meta-analysis

??
Best treatment  

for breast  
cancer

Worse Better

Apple and  
oranges  
problem

Early cancer

Late cancer

Using the force  
of heterogeneity  

to understand  
more!

I-square 50-62%

Treatment for breast  
cancer appears to  
differ by cancer stage.  
Overall benefit for  
women with late  
cancer but absent  
evidence of benefit for  
early stages



Huge advantages of meta-analysis

• Understand how different treatments work in different settings
• Find when treatments are harmful
• Compost huge volumes of data into something useable
• Understand the quality of the evidence
• Policy-making bodies love them
• Highly cited and influential

JAMA Ioannidis 2006



(Old) New problem

A B

Traditional meta-analysis
Is treatment A better than treatment B?



(Old) New problem
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The real clinical question

A B

C

D

E

F

Which of the six available treatments is the most effective and safest?
Is treatment B better than treatment F?



Networks: using indirect comparisons

• If we know how much taller building B is to A and how much taller is  
C to A, we know how much taller is B compared to C

• For any pair B and C, typical difference of C over B = difference of C  
over A minus difference of B over A



Indirect comparison

• We can obtain an indirect estimate of treatment effect for B vs C from  
trials comparing A v B and A v C

Treatment effect BC = Treatment effect AC – Treatment effect AB  
Variance BC = variance AC + variance AB



Example: Toothpaste versus gel

?



Example: Toothpaste versus gel

SMD -0.34

SMD -0.19

SMD = -0.34 – (-0.19) = -0.15
Variance is -0.27 to -0.03

Even when there are no studies – we can estimate that toothpaste is better than gel



Using direct and indirect effects



Mixed effects: more precise?

Indirect SMD = -0.15 (0.0037)
0.04 (0.01)Direct SMD =  

Mixed SMD = -0.10 (0.0027)



Problem of combining information

+
?



Criticism of indirect
comparisons
• Indirect comparison respects randomization but it is not randomized  

evidence
• Indirect and mixed effects (toothpaste versus gel) can answer policy  

questions taking a broad approach (e.g., which is the safest of all  
treatments)

• BUT

• They use non-randomized evidence and extra considerations are  
needed



Is network meta-analysis valid?

• That one can learn about B versus C via A
• (That one can learn about toothpaste versus gel via placebo)

B

A

C



Is the common treatment similar?



Is the common treatment similar?

For example, placebo rinse and  
placebo toothpaste might not be  
comparable as the mechanical action  
of brushing might have a different  
effect on caries

Issue must be addressed when  
building the network (at the start of  
the project)



Are the populations in the network similar?

A

B

C

A

Early cancer

Late cancer

Just like in  
conventional meta-
analysis, there are  
ways to explore and  
understand  
heterogeneity and  
inconsistency



PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF NMA



1. Show the geometry of the evidence  
(antipsychotics in schizophrenia)

Leucht Lancet 2013



2. Show effects of drugs in which there are  
no trials

Odds ratio (95% CI) Odds ratio (95% CI)
All-causemortality
Epoetin beta 0.82 (0.45-1.48)
Placebo Reference
Darbepoetin alfa 1.06 (0.91-1.24)
Methoxy-polyethylene glycol epoetin beta 1.16 (0.74-1.82)
No treatment 1.22 (0.56-2.63)
Epoetin alfa 1.25 (0.71-2.21)
Biosimilar ESA 1.31 (0.65-2.62)

Transfusion
Epoetin beta 0.09 (0.02-0.38)
Methoxy polyethylene glycol-epoetin beta 0.15 (0.03-0.70)
No treatment 0.15 (0.01-1.73)
Darbepoetin alfa 0.17 (0.05-0.57)
Epoetin alfa 0.18 (0.05-0.59)
Biosimilar ESA 0.27 (0.05-1.47)
Placebo Reference
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Palmer in press 2014



3. Rank treatments in order of best to worst  
(which antidepressant would you not want!)



4. Display in single graphic entire relative  
evidence for a condition or drug

Cipriani Lancet 2011



Application in STATA



Exercise versus drugs in absence of trials (or  
why you should exercise more!)

Naci BMJ 2014


